topics under discussion. The scope of the book is indicated by the titles of the chapters: Enzymatic mechanisms of fatty acid oxidation and synthesis; The metabolism of the unsaturated fatty acids; The metabolism and function of phosphatides; Metabolism of glycerides; Lipolytic enzymes; Hormonal regulation of fatty acid metabolism; Formation and metabolism of bile acids; Chemistry and metabolism of bacterial lipides. Each chapter is concluded by a long list of references.
The orientation of the book is physiological and biochemical rather than clinical although reference is made to disease, human or animal, where it is pertinent. Each author has not merely catalogued information but has attempted to assemble a huge body of diversified data into the hypothesis most consistent with the known facts at the time of publication. This book will be most helpful to everyone working in the field of lipid metabolism. This small volume is intended, as the title indicates, to give attention to problems of electrolyte derangement from the clinician's point of view. It is a brief guide to many of the important chemical imbalances resulting from organic dysfunctions, such as cardiac failure, renal failure and diabetic acidosis. However, the book does not have the format of a handbook of therapy. It presents illustrative case histories, including the therapy actually administered, and discusses each group of cases briefly, indicating the theoretical basis, and in some instances the weaknesses, of the treatment. There is then a capsule discussion of the treatment the author advocates, often (properly) dogmatic as in the discussion of control of diabetic acidosis. Throughout, the style is fluent and the exposition clear; in all, the book is a painless rendering of the subject for someone who has gone through the more physiologically-oriented larger texts. One wonders, in this regard, whether this book really fills any great gap in a field with so many commendable works in it. Although clinical problems are not given central consideration in these larger works, they are, nevertheless, competently presented and discussed in most of them. Judging this book on its merits alone, it is certainly a quick, accurate survey of the clinical side of electrolyte problems. There are one or two disturbing points, such as the placing of calcium and digitalis in the denominator of a ratio of cardiac irritability, despite an accurate accompanying discussion of their effects, (a typographical error?) and calling generalized amino-aciduria "cystinuria" rather than "cystinosis," but there are no glaring errors or gross oversimplifications, the latter particularly admirable in a brief work. This book, then, is a fine work for second year medical students eager for a clinical approach to the subject, and for junior house officers several years removed from their initial contact with the subject in more extensive monographs.
M. S. M.
PHOSPHOROUS METABOLISM OF BRAIN. By P. J. Heald. New York, Per- gamon Press 1960, 195 pp. $6.50. This small book amply fulfills the promise of its title; it is one of the best books on a specific aspect of brain metabolism to appear in recent years.
The first two chapters cover phosphorus metabolism in the brain in vivo and include studies on the levels of phosphorylated compounds in the brain under various conditions. In addition, changes in the phosphate levels in the developing brain are also considered. The next three chapters are concerned with experiments in vitro on phosphate metabolism. These discussions are followed by a chapter in which the author attempts to integrate our knowledge on phosphate metabolism. The final chapter consists of an appendix listing the recommended techniques for studying phosphate derivatives in cerebral tissues.
Not merely a compilation of data on this subject, the author constantly and critically assesses the experimental findings with regard to the techniques that were employed. In addition, Dr. Heald does not fail to see the forest for the trees and continually attempts to relate function to metabolism. That this marriage is rarely successful is not due to an inadequacy if the author but reflects primarily the deficiency of our knowledge of cerebral events. Finally, for the novitiate in this field, the detailed descriptions on the preparation of tissues and determination of phosphorylated compounds will be of immense assistance.
One error noted in the author index was the assignment of references for T. M. In the red cell field, Dr. Dacie discusses auto-immune hemolytic disease extremely well, and his comments ably serve as general guides for therapy of this process. Dr. Davidson covers the field of iron metabolism in a comprehensive and rather novel manner, going from phylogenetic considera-
